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Your photographs will not just be memories, they will be unique, exclusive art 
with your baby in the centre of it all.

My vision is to enhance your baby’s innocence and natural beauty with the use 
of dark, sultry colours and organic props. Your baby will be safely cocooned in 
comfortable swaddles and coaxed into a series of relaxed poses while you watch 
over them. I’ll also ensure that I capture the essential, tiny details that you’ll want 
to look back on in the years to come.

TThere is a £95 session fee for your Newborn Portrait session which includes up 
to 4 hours of bespoke styled photography in my Cheshire Studio.  You are then 
invited to a personal viewing of your gallery of images and I will help you to 
select the very best package and artwork for your home. Packages and products 
start at £299.

Creative newborn photography is my absolute passion

Add a Maternity Mini Session to your newborn shoot 
to capture this wonderful, yet brief time in your life. 

2 all-inclusive packages available to choose from:
£200 – Shoot + 5 digital images
£300 – Shoot + 10 digital images

/ 2-4 hour shootNewborn session / £95 session fee
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At 10 months+ come and celebrate your baby’s first birthday 
with a photoshoot and remember the moment forever.  It 
could be a classic portrait session or you can include a cake 
smash and a splash in the bath for a decadent treat! All 
decorations, outfits and even the cake are provided so all you 
need to do is enjoy yourselves.

(£25 suppliment for a professionally baked cake)

I photograph babies at all ages but 6-9 months (sitter age) is 
the most popular age to have a photoshoot for your child 
following their Newborn Portrait Session.  This is when your 
adorable baby will have really grown into their gorgeous little 
features and can now laugh and smile!
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/ 1-2 hour shoot/ £50 session fee

These sessions are to capture those beautiful portraits of 
your children, or you, or your whole family; either in the 
studio setting, outdoors or in your own home – it’s your 
choice.

PPortrait shoots are free from boundaries: they’re creative, 
they’re business-like, they’re glamorous or they’re full of love 
and family life. This is your story – tell it through images in 
books and in artwork around your home.

We will create images that will last a lifetime, images that your 
children will look back on with their children and use to recall 
treasured memories and emotions.

EEvery single shoot is unique and we can work together to 
create something truly wonderful.
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/ Essential Collection - £549

10 high resolution images on a USB
4 professional quality 10x8 prints from your chosen digital images
£75 framed print or wall art credit

/ Complete collection - £699
(Customer Favourite)

Complete Complete gallery of high resolution digital images on USB
Complete set of 6x4 prints in wooden presentation box

High resolution slide show of gallery
6 professional quality 10x8 prints

£100 Framed print or wall art credit

/ Heirloom collection - £1199

Complete gallery of high resolution digital images on USB
Complete set oComplete set of 6x4 prints in wooden presentation box
High resolution slide show of gallery
8 professional quality 10x8 prints
£125 Framed print or wall art credit
Stunning 12x12” Heirloom album
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/ Single Print Frames
Stunning prints hand-framed in the UK 
Choose from double-mounted with plexi-glass finish or, 
German etch fine-art paper with a matte varnish. 
See my separate Frame Guide for the full selection.

16 x 12” – £325
16 x 16” - £37516 x 16” - £375
20 x 16” – £390
24 x 16“ - £450
20 x 20” - £470
24 x 20” - £535
24 x 24” – £570
30 x 20” – £615
30 x 30” – £70030 x 30” – £700
36 x 24” - £800
40 x 30” - £900 

/ Multi Aperture Frames
24 x 24” – £580
24 x 30” – £675
30 x 30” – £700
32 x 14” – £545
36 x 14” – £575

/ Professional prints
Lab printed, high quality prints
7 x 5” - £15
10 x 8” - £25
A4 - £30
12 x 10“ - £35
16 x 12” - £4016 x 12” - £40
20 x 16” - £60
30 x 20” - £85

/ Grandparents' print package - £99
Only available to purchase with a Collection
or Digital Only Package.
Includes: six 7x5 prints
And four 10x8 prints
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/ professional canvas
Award winning, archival quality canvas
16x16”/16x12” - £199
20x20”/24x16” - £229
24x24”/30x20” - £289
30x30”/36x24” - £349

/ classic Framed canvas/ classic Framed canvas
Timeless fine art canvas professionally 
framed
16x16”/18x12” - £299
20x20”/24x16” - £399
24x24”/30x20” - £479
30x30”/36x24” - £619
40 x 30” - £70040 x 30” - £700

/ tray Framed canvas
Timeless fine art canvas professionally
framed in a tray style
Choose from a slim frame or deep
16x16”/20x16” - £379
20x20”/24x20” - £489
24x24”/30x20” - £58924x24”/30x20” - £589
30x30” - £749
40x30” - £819

/ HD Acrylic sphere, block or octagon
Unique acrylic products that bring out 
the best colour rendition and sharpness

16x16” / 20x16” - £299
20x20” / 24x16” - £429
24x24“ / 30x20” - £549
30x30” / 36x24” - £79930x30” / 36x24” - £799
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/ Birch block
Striking wooden block
with highest quality print 
heatsealed on top
10x8” - £179
16x12“ - £229
20x16” - £27920x16” - £279
24x16“ - £329
30x20” - £429

10x10“ - £189
12x12” - £219
16x16” - £269
20x20” - £299
30x30” - £48930x30” - £489

/ Birch Sphere
Round wooden block

with highest quality print
heatsealed on top

8” - £179
12” - £219
16” - £26916” - £269
20” - £319
30” - £519
40” - £599
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Albums /
/ fine art photobook Lite
High end elegant album in a handy 5-spread size
Perfect for grandparents or mini sessions
8 x 8” - £100

/ Heirloom photo album
Stunning, highest quality album handmade in the UK.
Completely tailoCompletely tailor-made to your specification
Leather, Vegan Leather or Fabric cover options. 
8 x 8” - £525
10 x 10” - £665
12 x 12” - £715
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Does a full shoot seem like too much for what you need? Are you only looking for a small 
collection of digital images? Maybe it’s a gift for a friend or you just want to capture your 

baby’s first milestones or birthday without all the added extras? 
My Mini Session Collection might be perfect for you.

A mini session is a ‘snap-shot’ oA mini session is a ‘snap-shot’ of a full shoot. There are no sibling or parent shots included, 
no outfit changes and no viewing session to attend. You quite simply, pay the one-off price, 
enjoy the shorter shoot and await your stunning collection of images to arrive via an online 

gallery, ready to print.

Each mini session costs £200 and it includes 5 digital images.
(chosen from an online gallery of up to 10 images)

The shoot takes around 30 minutes in the studio or outdoors 
..

What kind of sessions are bookable as a mini: 
 - Wrapped Newborn
 - Milestone or Birthday

 - Family 
 - Child portrait

 - Commercial (product/headshot/branding)

You will still have full use of my stunning
handmade outfits and bespoke props

Each image is lovingly created and hand-edited
to the highest possible standard

Mini Session Collection / 
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/ How long does it take to get our images?

I usually do a sneak peek on the day of your shoot and I then aim to edit 
your gallery within 2-4 weeks of your shoot. Sometimes this has to be 
extended as I’m a mum myself and I care for a disabled child so I have to 
remain as flexible as I can - thank you for your understanding on this. 

/ How do I book and how much will it cost?

Contact me to book via my website, email or phone. Most people book a 
month or two in advance and I ask you to pay your session fee to secure 
your date.

II have a £299 minimum spend in place to ensure I cover my costs. You 
will be asked to pay this after your shoot before I edit your gallery. This 
will be deducted from your total order on the day of your viewing.

/ What should I wear for my shoot?

My studio is quite warm, especially for a newborn shoot so make sure 
you wear loose, comfortable clothing. Wear something neutral toned and 
avoid logos or bold patterns. At the end of the day, you will be the one 
looking at your images years from now so wear something you love!

II have a selection of beautiful gowns in a vairety of sizes that you’re 
welcome to borrow for maternity and other shoots too.
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/ What poses and props should we expect?

I only mI only move baby into poses that they naturally go into themselves and I only do 
this when they are content and safe. I pride myself on this natural style of 
newborn photography which shows off your baby in a beautiful, relaxed 
positions, artistically posed and decorated with bespoke accessories and props.  I 
think it’s important to also focus on your baby’s tiny details such as lips, hands, 
eyelashes and toes so you should expect some macro shots too.

/ What if my baby won’t settle?

II am a baby-led photographer which means that if baby is awake, we will take 
some gorgeous awake shots and capture that fantastic eye contact of a nosy baby. 
When they want to sleep I will allow them to be completely comfortable and relax 
into natural poses. If in the very rare circumstances baby is ill or completely 
unsettled then it would be entirely possible to reschedule for a date in the near 
future when baby will be more at ease.

/ How long does the shoot take?

Usually between 2-3 hours because we allow time for baby to be settled and 
comfortable. I completely understand that new Mums and Dads are keen to 
return to the comfort of their routine and I try to gather images for a complete 
collection as quickly as possible but you should come to the shoot with the 
mindset that it will take a while depending on how settled baby is.



Feel free to complete the contact form on my website to 

book or email, call or reach out via social media.


